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ABSTRACT: We deal here with the confusions of "production" with 
"consumption", "labor" with "play", that motivate the use of words such as 
"prosumer" and "playbor". Emphasizing the case of Games – and relating it to 
the concepts of Gizmo and Spime proposed by Bruce Sterling –, we discuss 
matters of control, interactivity, traceability, social subjection and machinic 
servitude. We propose a reflection about a kind of meta-Game of 
contemporary capitalism that transforms every game into unpaid labor. 

 
Game studies have greatly acknowledged the crisis in the distinctions of "production" 
and "consumption", "labor" and "play", motivating the use of terms such as "prosumer" 
and "playbor". This crisis is historically linked to a process of controlled distribution of 
the means of production (both hardware and software) in the form of commodities 
that, among other things, make profit out of the time and desire devoted to them – be it 
in the post-modern form of the public-as-commodity, as when a company sells a 
quantum of attention of its consumers to an advertiser, be it in the classical form of 
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unpaid labor, as when the company takes possession of the value generated by the 
creative and innovative use of its products by specific individuals in specific contexts.3 
It is a matter of considering the rules of any game always going beyond itself, extending 
through the implicit and shared cultural expectancies as well as through the material 
conditions under which it is played (cf. Malaby 2007:111, fn5). For instance, how else 
could one understand the legitimacy of this exploitation, if not as one more sign (and 
one of the most advanced) of the passage from Taylorism to Toyotism, when the 
coercion of the worker by the imposition of rigid laws gave way to the control of flexible 
laws that the worker spontaneously obeys and follows4 ? In this case, investigating the 
wider info-techno-commodifying machinations in which Games play a prominent role 
is as important as investigating their internal "rewarding structures" – which, as 
Ducheneaut et al. (2006) lucidly noted, suggest empirical applications of Skinner’s 
behavioral principles. 

In "Post-Scriptum on the societies of control", Gilles Deleuze argued that, with 
the information revolution in capitalism that followed World War II, the disciplinary 
system of domination so well analyzed by Michel Foucault has lost the centrality it 
enjoyed since the 18th century, in the face of a new regime of domination defined by 
control. Mostly because of its eminently operatory orientation, such diagnosis seems to 
be the best starting point to think about the new forms of sociability and value 
production promoted by digital technologies. In the concluding lines of the text, the 
philosopher provokes: 

 
Many young people strangely ask for 'motivation'; they request new apprenticeships and 
permanent training. It's up to them to discover what they're being made to serve (Deleuze 
1992:226) 
 

"It is not a matter of fearing or waiting", warns Deleuze (ibid:220), "but of looking for 
new weapons". Understanding that the expropriation of the economic value generated 
by the creative activity of gamers evidentiates a wider process of mutation of capitalism 
– late, post-industrial, informational capitalism –, it is relevant to consider how people 
are led to collaborate (voluntarily and/or inadvertently) with this process. In Sotamaa's 
words (2007b:385): "We need to ask why players are so eager to invest their time and 
energy in playing." Going beyond the internal universe of Games, we will deal here with 
their participation in a kind of "meta-Game" involving knowledge, technology and the 
market: information technologies turning knowledge into the main engine of the 
market. Above all, we will raise questions inspired by our contact with a subject that is 
still new to us.  

 
The Spime 
As futurologist and science-fiction author Bruce Sterling (2003:22-3) states in his 
investigation of the "world of organized artifice", if "[t]here is not enough time in the 
world for people to sacrifice infinite amounts of opportunity and cognition", then it is 
imperative to optimize the relations between people and things. This is the field of 
action of design, the search for solutions to the form/function tensions that condition 
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every technical object. In his understanding, effective design does not intervene in the 
subject, nor in the object, but in their relation, "in the realm of the technosocial" 
(Sterling 2005:9), in what he called "infrastructure of human support", always 
connected to and dependent on its creators and reproducers. Sterling is interested in 
the ongoing transition between two classes of objects: the Gizmos – defined by their 
multifunctionality as technical interfaces to information networks – and the Spimes – 
defined by their informational nature as contingent and temporary technical 
materializations of intense and durable concepts, ideas or desires. Examples of 
Sterling's Gizmos are personal computers, mobile phones, GPS equipment – objects 
that perform a multiplicity of functions through access to information networks, and 
that increasingly demand the total attention of the user. The passage from Gizmos to 
Spimes, predicted by Sterling to be complete in two decades, will correspond to the 
inversion of the relation between the object and its informational dimension: from a 
concrete means of access to information networks it will become an informational 
means of access to the concrete.  

In a world increasingly mediated by information networks (such as search 
engines and databanks) we may say that every object "desires" to have its own 
identification code, its own traceable history and its own geographic coordinates at any 
moment, just as we may say that every person "desires" his/her Gizmo (even though 
this will inevitably also allow the tracing of every person's spatiotemporal trajectories 
and activity patterns). In this sense, to desire a Gizmo is to desire the multifunctional 
access it offers to information networks – but it is also to be desired by it as a valuable 
source of information for those same networks.5 This ought to be why it was precisely in 
"The Lover" chapter of Tomorrow Now that Sterling dealt with the subject-object 
relation specific to Gizmos: 

 
A gizmo [...] wants a relationship; it wants to be an intimate experience, as close to you as 
your eyebrow. It wants you engaged, it wants you pushing those buttons, it wants you 
faithful to the brand name and dependent on the service. (Sterling 2003:90)  
 

The ideal case of Spime presented by Sterling is the computer designed object, 
technically produced from the molecular synthesis of its individual material parts and 
endowed with a spatio-temporal register of its whole material existence – from the 
initial design that created it in a computer before it was materialized in production to 
its final pulverization when it no longer mobilizes the desire required to sustain its 
material existence and is then returned to the productive chain in the dual form of 
general molecular raw matter and specific elaborated design/idea/concept. Both the 
Spime and its user desire each other from beginning to end, and it is precisely this 
mutual desire that is today being produced all over the world and in all spheres of life, 
when people devote (voluntarily or not) more and more time and attention to the 
information feeding of a great variety of increasingly pervasive and sophisticated 
datamining procedures that involve both people and things.  

 
Playbor 
Labor, today, may be defined as staying connected for as long as possible to as many 
networks as possible and as actively as possible. The finished image of this situation 
would be an online-world in which all lived time is production time – not because of 
non-stop labor, but because of its resignification as playbor. In this sense, labor is no 
longer an activity which begins and ends, becoming the continuous feeding of a 
network that has its own uses to all the information thus gathered.  

If time is one of the most scarce resources today, then occupying people's time, 
making consumers devote time to particular products, is, we could say, the essence of 
value production in contemporary capitalism. This is probably why Mitchell et al. 
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(2003:108) present, as one of the main challenges Games offer to creativity, the 
production of "places people want not only to visit, but also to inhabit for hundreds or 
thousands of hours over the course of several years".6 Sotamaa (2007a) synthesizes the 
practical objectives of contests promoted by Game companies as "a given industry 
getting masses of consumers to spend some time thinking about a specific product". In 
fact, even products destined to "save time" end up being, essentially, means of 
occupying those who consume them – such as tools and interfaces that, in making life 
easier for some, end up becoming imperatives for all.7 It all sums up to offering the 
playborer, as Krzywinska clearly stated (2006:395), "a rationale", a "nuanced and 
expansive discussion of intertexts", "a symbolic language, a sense [of] 'worldness' and a 
combination of otherness and familiarity for players [...] to 'think about and through'". 
Thus, when Torill E. Mortensen (2006:403) presents the passage from the textual 
interface of Multi-User Dungeons (MUDs) to the graphic interface of MMOGs such as 
World of Warcraft (WoW) as a loss of expressivity, she is foregrounding exactly that 
which must be excluded to make the game possible in the first place: everything that 
cannot be reduced to a component of interactivity, all time spent playing that cannot be 
converted into a traceable register available for profit driven machine recombination.  

When presenting the research project of Goldsmiths College's Centre for 
Cultural Studies, Andreas Wittel, Celia Lury and Scott Lash suggest that the 
temporality of connectivity networks needs to be thought of in terms of sequencing and 
play. Therefore, they write: 

 
[W]hile on the one hand, interactivity may seem to be more open or dialogic than 
conventional cultural forms such as narrative or image, in comparison with interaction it is 
restrictive. Thus instead of being ordered by a mutual influence that might have been 
peripheral and trivial as is characteristic of interaction, the interactivity of the interface is 'a 
highly structured form of mutual fatefulness' (Goffman, 1961:35). It makes sense to think of 
it as a game. As in a game, each move or response is selected from a small number of 
possibilities, these being largely determined by the previous move of the opposing player, 
just as each move largely determines the possibilities next open to the opponent. Indeed, this 
mutual fatefulness is what explains both the strength and the fragility and frustration of this 
new culture of the networked and horizontal interface. The selective and sequential ordering 
of interactivity produces a world of its own, but one which is highly conditional. 
 

Asking if it is possible to find another temporal ordering that goes beyond strict 
sequential structuration, they find it when websites become intranets. In that case, they 
say, the product of new media may be seen as a game inside a game inside a game, or as 
a plane inside a game with multiple planes. As they understand it, what matters now is 
knowing how interaction may be transformed into interactivity. This leads, evidently, to 
designers, now asked to implicate players more and more, not only in the game, but in 
its very organization and construction, conferring to the virtuoso players an important 
role, and constantly rating, acknowledging and rewarding the value of their 
performances. But how is this done? 

 
[T]he game industry is very efficient in subsuming the activities of players into the 
development of its products [...] [and] constantly introduces new strategies that aim to 
benefit from this voluntary work of the players. [...] In the centre of these models are the 
computer-savvy players and their productivity. (Sotamaa 2007b:384) 
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World of Warcraft MMOG, which in making some tasks easier for some, became indispensable to any 
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gamer: "The amount of time I'm able to save using various commands and setups makes my 'job' much 
easier as a raid leader" (Tucker Smedes, in: Taylor 2006:332). 



Sotamaa (2007a) shows the importance of not only motivating the virtuoso players – 
amateurs who devote uncountable hours of their lives to the maintenance and 
promotion of a game – to create and discover new utilities to industry products, but 
mostly of controlling them so that this creative activity does not exceed the limits of 
what is economically exploitable by the company who owns the game. Thus, he finds in 
the corporate mechanisms of periodic and ritual rewarding of players a social 
acknowledgement of user creativity, but at the same time (and greatly because of this 
acknowledgement) a legitimization of the economic appropriation of the fruits of their 
playbor. 

Noticing that "[t]he notion that work in the digital game industry is actually a 
form of play is very important for the industry's self-image", Sotamaa (2007a) points 
out that "[a]t the same time as work is frequently represented as play, we seldom pay 
attention to the fact that game-playing itself has become pretty laborious." We are 
dealing, thus, with a double process in which labor is being increasingly presented as 
play (which tends to legitimate its precarization) and play is becoming increasingly 
accessible to profit generation (a kind of neo-primitive accumulation of knowledge in 
the form of "immaterial enclosures"). In the end, we are always playing, but the game is 
no longer the same.  

To illustrate the argument, let us consider a concrete example of this double 
process of transformation of labor into play and vice versa: an experiment conducted in 
1993 with employees of a North-American university to evaluate the learning and 
motivational effects of the labeling of training activities as "play" and "work". The 
results of the experiment are not important here, especially as it is hard to agree with 
the terms in which the whole experiment is presented. What matters to us is the 
cynicism of the "play" instructions when read along with the "work" instructions, and 
what this says about the play/labor relations in contemporary capitalism. The same text 
was read to all participants, but to some groups the "play" words in italics were read, 
and to the others the "work" words in brackets were read: 

 
In today's training game (exercise), we would like (expect) you to think of yourselves as 
players of a game (employees of an organization). Please use this time imaginatively 
(efficiently) to explore (expand your knowledge of) the [...] feature of [software]. We think 
(fully expect) that you will have fun with this game (accomplish a lot in this exercise). Think 
of yourself as playing with a puzzle (solving a real problem for your employer). Please don't 
worry about making mistakes (try to keep mistakes to a minimum). For those of you 
already familiar with [software], we encourage you to (it is important for you to) use the 
time today freely (productively) to explore (investigate) [software] commands further. 
Please play around with (work away at) the [software] commands, while the rest of us 
create (produce) the following document: fan letters to popular comedians (an employee 
benefits update form). Please be inventive (set ambitious goals) during this game (exercise). 
Be flexible and relax (purposeful and industrious). Enjoy yourself! (Work hard!) (Webster e 
Martocchio 1993:134) 
 

As we see it, this is a marvelous document of the schizophrenic condition of 
contemporary labor. When a worker says to another "enjoy yourself", isn't he also 
saying "work hard"? And when a player says to another "work hard", isn't he also saying 
"enjoy yourself"? Thomas M. Malaby (2007:99-100) argued that games don't have to be 
"fun", for what matters is if they are "compelling" and "engaging", and that by "games" 
one must not understand only a determined set of activities but mainly a quality of 
"flow" that may be found in any activity. But what are the consequences of all this? 
When "game" becomes "exercise", when "playing around" becomes "working away", 
when "players of a game" become "employees of an organization", when "create" 
becomes "produce", when "being inventive" becomes "setting ambitious goals", when 
"imaginatively" becomes "efficiently", when "having fun with the game" becomes 
"accomplishing a lot in this exercise", when "freely" becomes "productively", and when 
"being flexible and relaxing" becomes "being purposeful and industrious", what we 
have is not the end of labor but instead its intensification by a more efficient 



distribution: people can be much more productive when playing than when working, as 
long as there are means of appropriating this shared production. 

The way time and attention devoted to virtual environments may be 
economically exploited is totally evident in the case of reCAPTCHA, a Carnegie Mellon 
University (CMU) book digitalization project which aims to optimize the human labor 
still necessary to decipher the uncountable words not recognized by Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) programs. CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test for 
telling Computers and Humans Apart) is a program that blocks the access of unwanted 
automatic programs to a particular virtual environment by demanding the 
transcription, by the person wishing to enter the environment, of a sequence of 
characters that are shown in a highly distorted image. The point is that automatic OCR 
programs usually fail (at least up to now) to decipher the distorted images, so this 
serves as a "human authenticator". But it is more than that. It not only tells humans 
and machines apart, but also distinguishes humans whose CAPTCHA deciphering 
abilities are trustworthy and humans whose CAPTCHA deciphering abilities are not. 
And this is where reCAPTCHA comes in, not as a "human authenticator" but as a 
"trustworthy CAPTCHA decipherer authenticator". What happens is that every time a 
person wishes to enter a virtual environment protected by reCAPTCHA, she has to type 
in the characters that she reads in two different distorted images, one being an ordinary 
CAPTCHA (a sequence of characters already known by the security software) and the 
other being an image of a word scanned from one of the books being digitalized at CMU 
and that are still unknown to the computer. The ordinary CAPTCHA, by certifying that 
the person typed in the correct characters, permits the selection of this person's 
interpretation for the unknown word as a trustworthy guess. More than one identical 
trustworthy guess for the same unknown word raises the probability of it being the 
correct transcription, and this is how words are being deciphered, one-by-one, by 
unpaid human labor. What makes the project more emblematic to our present 
discussion is the way Luis Von Ahn, one of its spokesmen, describes it: 

 
It is estimated that 60 million or more CAPTCHAs are solved each day, with each test taking 
about 10 seconds [...]. That's more than 150,000 precious hours of human work that are lost 
each day, but that we can put to good use with reCAPTCHAs. (Von Ahn, in: Spice e Watzman 
2007) 
 

In principle, there is nothing wrong in appropriating 150 thousand "precious hours of 
human work" in a book digitalization project. It is not a matter of judging the initiative, 
but of noting the implications of the assumption that the time spent solving CAPTCHAs 
was "lost" before reCAPTCHAs: it is this assumption that will legitimize the 
appropriation, in a colossal effort of distributed human (p)la(y)bor, of the 10 seconds 
each person devotes to entering a particular virtual environment to conduct her own 
business.8 It would be the case to ask, along with Mortensen (2006:407 and 410): "Why 
is the dragon always there? Who are you constantly killing?"; or also of realizing "the 
paradox that baffles role-players [...] and other gamers alike – you keep dying but you 
never die". Each time the player restarts the game, each time he kills the dragon (or 
each time a person solves a CAPTCHA), he makes of his individual actions a means to 
actualize other actions which are not his (but of a program) and which are not 
individual (but always collective). In one case, we are dealing with the individual and 
his particular intentions (the player who wants to progress in the game, the person who 
wishes to enter a virtual environment), in the other we are dealing with the part of this 
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individual that matters to the machine and according to which he may be compared, by 
a common scale, to all the others (mainly statistics and profiles).9 

It is the digital trace left by action in cyberspace that allows this measuring, 
storing, comparing etc. The relation of the trace to the traced is the battlefield – the 
trace being the weapon and the traced being the target. But what is being registered in a 
Game? In principle, it does not matter what the player thinks about the game, nor what 
he thinks while he plays, and even less what he thinks about life. All that matters is his 
action patterns in the game. The player as a coherent individual does not matter, only 
that part of him attached to the machine and divided by it, totally traceable and 
consequently accessible to measuring and control.  

Concerning the novelty of Games in the appropriation of free activity by its 
automatic digital tracing, Bruno Latour observes:  

 
Apart from the number of copies sold and the number and length of reviews published, a 
book in the past left few traces. Once in the hands of their owners, what happened to the 
characters remained a private affair. If readers swapped impressions and stories about them, 
no one else knew about it. [...] The situation is entirely different with the digitalisation of the 
entertainment industry: characters leave behind a range of data. In other words, the scale to 
draw is not one going from the virtual to the real, but a scale of increasing traceability. The 
stunning innovation is that every click of every move of every avatar in every game may be 
gathered in a data bank and submitted to a second-degree data-mining operation. [...] 
Imagination no longer comes as cheaply as it did in the past. The slightest move in the 
virtual landscape has to be paid for in lines of code. (Latour 2007) 
 

Mike Molesworth and Janice Denegri-Knott (2007:120) noted that "digital virtual 
space is intelligible and real because it is the experience of performing in them (as 
player or consumer) that makes them real. Driving a virtual car or using a magic staff 
are significant not because they are phantasmagorical copies of the real but because 
there is a performance element that concretizes that event as something that is no 
longer just imagined but actually happened." Each action in cyberspace leaves a digital 
trace. We are very far removed from any immateriality here.  

To interact with a Game is, by rule, to leave a digital trace of this interaction, a 
trace over which the traced may have more or less control. When this trace is allowed to 
become the property of the Game company, this expropriation becomes the condition 
for any interaction in the Game. Desiring to play a game becomes being desired by a 
game as source of profit. We are not referring here to any particular game, but to the 
wider game of which all games are only parts, the game whose rules we are still trying 
to understand. Would not the Spime be a way of framing interaction and of transferring 
to it all the limits of interactivity by means of a specific modulation of user performance 
and of the inscription of process and product in a wider machination? It makes sense to 
ask, for Spime is a preview of socio-aesthetic-political implications that lead directly to 
the question of individuation and of the way late capitalism invests in its capture – 
articulating the processing of individuation in the contemporary world and the 
transformation of labor into play, inscribing exploitation in the key of a joyful 
domination, for fun. 

 
Desire and control 
Cyberspace is very often seen as a space of freedom. In reality, it is maybe the most 
controlled space humanity has ever experienced. In this sense, it is instructive to 
remember the two meanings of "liberty" under capitalism: the radical dissociation of 
production and consumption activities; and the subsequent reduction to a minimum of 
the interpersonal relations not based on the free rational choice in the market. In this 
sense, we may sai that it is the total dependence of the player on the rules of the game 
(the condition of possibility of the game) that limits his expectations to the interactivity 
offered by them (which defines his liberty). It is not enough to force the player to accept 
                                                 
9 "It is not the personal identity of the embodied individual but rather the actuarial or categorical profile of 
the collective which is of foremost concern to the surveillant assemblage" (Sean Hier, in: Röhle 2007). 



the rules of the game (not any game in particular, but of the meta-Game in which every 
game plays a part), for he must see the acceptance of these rules as more advantageous 
than their refusal. 

This situation was well illustrated in the eight chapter of Lars von Trier's 
Manderlay (2005), when the troubled Grace hears from the old slave Wilhelm that he 
was the author of what she had just described as "the most abominable, contemptible, 
document ever written": Mam’s Law. More than a collection of all the rules of conduct 
that governed life at the farm, Mam's Law also offered a classification of the slaves in 
stereotyped categories that oriented the unequal distribution of labor and rest, 
punishment and reward. To Grace, the document was "the prolongation of slavery" and 
" a recipe for oppression and humiliation from start to finish", but Wilhelm insisted she 
was reading it "through the wrong spectacles" and that it should be seen as "the lesser 
of two evils": the subjection of the negroes to the farm owner as slaves would be less 
onerous to themselves (according to Wilhelm) than their subjection to the market as 
free workers10. The old slave wrote Mam's Law so that she would continue to rule 
because he preferred the personal subjection to slavery to the anonymous and general 
subjection of the free labor. However, when dealing with digital media, it would be 
necessary to consider not only social subjection, but also what Deleuze and Guattari 
called machinic servitude.  

 
We distinguish machinic servitude and social subjection as two concepts. There is servitude 
when men themselves are constitutive parts of a machine, that they compose among 
themselves and with other things (animals, tools), under the control and direction of a 
superior unity. But there is subjection when the superior unity constitutes man as a subject 
that reports himself to an object which has become exterior, be this object an animal, a tool 
or even a machine: man is then no longer a component of the machine, but a worker, a 
user..., he is subjected to the machine, instead of being surrendered by the machine. 
(Deleuze and Guattari 1997:156)  
 

According to Deleuze and Guattari, it is possible to distinguish social subjection from 
machinic servitude according to the difference that separates "man-machine" systems 
(work posts) and "men-machines" systems (assemblages of human and non-human 
elements). This difference is not only of degree, as if these last systems were only a 
generalization of the first ones; it is a difference of kind. In the men-machines systems, 
it is not a matter of adapting the man to the machine, but of choosing, in each case, a 
human or a non-human element11. If Deleuze and Guattari are right, in post-cybernetic-
turn-capitalism, power relations seem to be characterized, beyond our well known 
social subjection, by a system of generalized servitude – whose complex relations to the 
preceding one we must literally uncover.  

 
It has been recently stressed at which point modern power was not reducible to the classic 
alternative of 'repression or ideology', but entailed processes of normalization, modulation, 
modeling, information, that rely on language, perception, desire, movement etc., and that 
proceed through micro-agencies. This assemblage involves at the same time subjection and 
servitude, taken to extremes, as two simultaneous parts that constantly reinforce and 
nourish one another. (Deleuze and Guattari 1997:158)  
 

Could this contemporary combination of social subjection and machinic servitude be 
the theoretical key to that which is at stake in digital media and which enchants so 
much the interactivity lovers? Could it be that advanced capitalism is an economy 
                                                 
10 When the narrator went on to resume Wilhelm's always meticulous explanation, he mentioned, among 
other things, how Mam's Law "guaranteed food and shelter and allowed anybody the priviledge of 
complaining about their masters instead of having to blame themselves for the life of no hope that they 
would surely have to lead in the outside world ". 

11 "If motor machines constituted the second age of technical machines, the machines of cybernetics and 
informatics form a third age that recompounds a regime of generalized servitude: reversible and 
recurrent 'men-machines systems' substitute the old non-reversible and non-recurrent relation of 
subjection between the two elements; and the man-machine relation is effected in terms of mutual and 
interior communication, not in terms of use or action." (ibid:157-8) 



based, at the same time and with no apparent contradiction, on the extraction of a 
surplus of pleasure and joy by the playborer, and in the extraction of a surplus of power 
and money by the business company, everyone "profiting", everyone getting their little 
benefit, and the system expanding and reconfigurating itself? What happens, for 
instance, in Baluja's (2007) "Using information from user-video game interactions to 
target advertisements" patent for a system devoted to the modulation of the form and 
content of in-game advertising according to the player's informed profiles and 
behavioral patterns?  

According to the patent, the system allows the use of information provided by 
the player – player selection options,12 player in-game behavioral patterns (information 
about the user's game-play),13 and "inference operations from user information"14 – for 
"ad spot filling operations".15 Depending on the information provided by the user, the 
advertising software will display ads for specific products, specific geographical regions, 
specific moments etc. – ads that are supposedly "more relevant to the users" (Baluja 
2007: item 0064). Some examples will suffice to give an idea of the imagined 
possibilities. 

 
[I]f a user selected a racing car from Dodge, the system may show a Dodge ad or something 
related. [...] [I]f the user selected a sports team from Miami, the system may show ads for 
tickets for events in Miami. [...] [I]f a user selected a soundtrack of 'Beastie Boys' in a video 
game, the system may suggest ads for rap/hip hop and other related music, not Britney 
Spears. [...] [I]f a user selected a black car to drive in a racing game, the system may show 
ads with black cars, instead of car in other colors. [...] [I]f the user selected a male character, 
the system may show ads tailored to males. (Baluja 2007: item 0039) 
 

If the user has been playing for over two hours continuously, the system may display ads for 
pizza-hut, coke, coffee and other related goods. (Baluja 2007: item 0039-40) 
 

[U]sers that spend a long time bartering instead of stealing in a game may suggests that they 
are interested in the best deals rather than the flashiest items so the system may show ads 
reflecting value. [...] [U]sers that spend a lot of time exploring suggest that they maybe 
interested in vacations, so the system may show ads for vacations. [...] [U]sers that spend a 
lot of time chatting instead of fighting or performing other activities in online games suggest 
that they like to chat, so the system may show ads for cell phones, ads for long distance 
plans, chat messengers, etc. (Baluja 2007: item 0041) 
 

[I]f a user has saved information from ten games and eight out of the ten games are racing 
games, then it may be inferred that the player is a racing fanatic and might find car-related 
ads, ads for other racing games the player might not have played already, etc. [...] [I]f it is 
found that the player is mostly racing with a BMW and generally German automobiles 
throughout the saved racing games on the memory card, then it might be inferred that the 
user is a BWM and German automobile aficionado, and may find ads for such cars useful. 
(Baluja 2007: item 0068) 

                                                 
12 Including: "one or more of characters, vehicles (e.g., a specific make of an automobile, car color, engine 
modifications, car modifications, etc.), tracks, courses or fields (e.g., a specific racetrack, a specific 
stadium, etc.), teams, players, attire, physical attributes, etc. (Baluja 2007: item 0047). The patent offers 
specific examples of car racing games, first person shooter games, and sports games, and also takes 
notice of the more general player options of "sex", "pre-defined personalities", "physical attributes", 
"soundtrack and other sound/visual properties" etc. (Baluja 2007: item 0038) 

13 Including: "how fast the players are going through the levels, how familiar the players are with the game, 
what level are the players in [...], how long have the players been playing the game, how frequently the 
user plays various games, play-pause habits, game information stored to non-volatile memory, etc" 
(Baluja 2007: item 0040) 

14 Including: "familiarity with a game(s), time spent playing a game(s), how fast is the user advancing 
and/or skill level, etc." (Baluja 2007: item 0041) The patent also mentions several user game 
characteristics (cf. Baluja 2007: item 0041) and highlights the importance of the dialog boxes in these 
characterizations (cf. Baluja 2007: itens 0064 and 0047) 

15 The localization of ads in the game is also mentioned in details for first person shooter games, car racing 
games, sports games and MMOGs in general. "For instance, gamers may roam and interact through large 
city markets (e.g., stop for food at a McDonalds, get a haircut, go to a night club for drinks, buy a car, buy 
property, move through the city using a cab/bus/subway, buy goods from various stores, play a video 
game in an arcade, etc.), thus providing many potential spots where ads might be displayed just as in real 
city markets." (Baluja 2007: item 0042) 



 
The patent also mentions the possibility of inserting interactive ads in the form of other 
characters (virtual salesmen) or elements (such as the radio of a car in the game), and 
of turning the user's spontaneous reaction to these ads into a measure of their efficacy 
(cf. Baluja 2007: items 0065 and 0066), in order to " serve more relevant and more 
useful ads to video game players" (Baluja 2007: item 0073). But what is "relevant" and 
"useful" here? To transform, as Röhle (2007) shows for search engines, user desires 
into acts of consumption? Certainly. But above all, to offer the right product at the right 
time and in such a way that consumers definitely actualize their productive function 
and "literally wish into existence the experiences that they subsequently consume" 
(Molesworth and Denegrit-Knot 2007:118).  

 
The rules of which game? 

We don't need science fiction to conceive a control mechanism that gives, at any instant, the 
position of any element within an open environment, animal in a reserve, man in a 
corporation (electronic collar). (Deleuze 1992:224)  
 

Seth Giddings (2007:402) described game studies as "a surrealist ethnography (or 
hyperrealist ethology) of simulacral culture". In fact, it is hard not to be amazed by the 
possibilities opened by this new field of study, especially because it is no longer a 
question of trying to imagine a science-fiction future but instead of trying, with some 
difficulty, to imagine the present. What we tried to do here was present some relations 
between the issues raised by some exponents of the game studies and the wider 
transformations of contemporary capitalism. What interested us in Games was the way 
they allow the measurement and control of a whole desiring (dividual, machinic) 
dimension of existence; the way people wish to take part in the concretization of a 
social logic in which total control is seen as the natural condition for any imagined 
freedom.  

In a burst of enthusiasm, Game designer Celia Pearce (2006:23) predicted that, 
as Games "begin to integrate increasing affordances for player creativity", we will 
observe "the growth of an entirely new form of autoludic culture in which players will 
feel more and more empowered to make the game their own". But what happens when 
it is precisely that appropriation of the game by the player that we are calling here 
unpaid labor? Would not a phenomenon such as the repudiation of "gold farmers", for 
instance, in opposing legitimate play and economic ambition, be already an effect of the 
"participative surveillance" pointed by Taylor (2006:330), with gamers taking upon 
themselves the task of controlling their game partners and protesting against any other 
way to profit economically from the game except the "joyful" exploitation of unpaid 
playbor by the Game company?16 As was insistently demonstrated by the characters of 
Jean Renoir's The Rules of the Game (1939), much better than simply resisting or 
obeying the rules (the alternative that haunted the pilot André Jurieux, the great loser 
of the film) is putting them ingeniously at the service of the multiple possibilities of 
experimentation available to each one of the players – "as if they rehearsed roles until 
finding the right one, with which they escape inside a more decanted reality (Deleuze 
1990:107). If, as Sherry Turkle proposes (in: Molesworth and Denegrit-Knot 2007:119), 
"[w]e are using life on computer screens to become comfortable with new ways of 
thinking", we should well ask, what exactly is that to which we are becoming 
confortable with? 
 

                                                 
16 One of the interviewees of Dal Y. Jin's and Florence Chee's (2008:52) research about the Korean Game 
industry, for instance, ponders: "You need to know one thing. Why people buy [these] items. Many 
people [who are not familiar with the game] would think it’s pretty expensive [for] just a cyber item. But 
if you think of the game as a hobby like playing cards . . . it would be fair. If we do something like playing 
soccer we have to buy a soccer ball." Besides the twisted analogy (for it is not the soccer player who sells 
the ball), what matters here is the disruptive effect that this "gold farm" economic ceticism has in the 
ludic fantasy of playbor.  
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